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Thispaperfinds that consumerattitudes, as reflectedin
surveys ofconsumer sentiment, have a significant influ-
ence on householdpurchasesofdurable goods. Normally,
consumer sentiment moves with current economic condi-
tions and bears a stable relationship to a few economic
variables. Attimes ofa major economic orpolitical event
like the GulfWar, however, consumer sentimentcan move
independentlyfrom current economic conditions. Atsuch
times itprovidesusefulinformationaboutfutureconsumer
expenditures that is not otherwise available.
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco
The 1990-91 recession has been widely attributed to a
collapse ofconsumer confidence following Iraq's invasion
ofKuwait and the military response of the United States
and its allies. Similarly, military victory for the allies was
generally believed to have dispelled the gloom about
prospects for jobs and business, thus helping to lead the
economy outofthe recession. Consistentwith this hypoth-
esis, the Index ofConsumer Sentiment constructed by the
Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan
dropped by a record, amount beginning in August 1990,
at the time Kuwait was invaded. With the successful com-
pletion of the war, the index then surged back to its
pre-recession level in March 1991. In April, however,
it dropped again and made no significant improvement
through the summer, as the economic recovery turned
sluggish. It therefore appeared to respond to both political
and economic events.
This is not the onlyepisode in whichswingsinconsumer
sentimenthave been tied to the business cycle. The Michi-
gan index generally has led other business cycles, and
three of its components are specifically included in the
Commerce Department's Index ofLeading Economic In-
dicators. Therefore, changes in consumer sentiment could
have been instrumental in triggering earlier recessions as
well. Alternatively, however, sentiment ordinarily may be
just a reflection of economic cOhditions that generally
precede or coincide with a recession, without necessarily
being an independent cause ofdownturns.
This paper analyzes the causes and effects ofconsumer
sentiment as measured by the University of Michigan
survey index.1Itaddresses the following interrelated setof
questions. To what degree does consumer sentiment affect
consumption .spending? To the extent that it does, is
consumer sentiment generally an independent factor in
creating fluctuations in consumption spending, and, there-
fore, business as a whole, ordoes itusually simply respond
to economic adversity, thereby reinforcing but not initiat-
ing business cycles? When swings in consumer sentiment
occur, what specific economic variables are they related to
and are such relationships stable? Finally, can the influ-
ences on spending that are captured by sentiment be
predicted from readily available economic variables, or is
35actual survey data on consumer sentiment necessary for
making the most accurate forecast ofconsumer spending?
In Section I of the paper, earlier work on the role of
consumer sentiment in consumer spending is· reviewed.
The role of sentiment in affecting consumer spending on
durables, as well as nondurables and services, is then
examined empirically in Section II. The relative signifi-
cance ofthe individual components that go into the overall
index is analyzed here as well. Section III then examines
the extent to which consumer sentiment can be explained
by current economic variables. Section IV compares the
ability ofthe index ofsentiment and the current economic
variables that are related to it to improve the accuracy of
forecasts of expenditures on consumer durables. The re-
cent Persian Gulf War is a prime example of a situation
in which consumer sentiment may have been driven by
something other than current economic conditions-for
example, by expected repercussions on future economic
conditions or perhaps justby mass psychology..Therefore,
this episode is examined separately. Finally, Section V
provides a summary and some conclusions.
Itisfound thatchanges inconsumer sentiment normally
are caused by purely economic factors and that consumer
sentiment usually bears a stable relationship to just a few
economic variables. As a result, consumer sentiment usu-
ally isjusta reflection ofeconomic adversity orprosperity,
reinforcing rather than initiating business cycles. Attimes
ofan unusual event like the GulfWar, however, consumer
sentiment can move independently from currenteconomic
conditions. Therefore, the additional information that it
provides is ofsome usefulness in forecasting expenditures
on consumer durables. Finally, the relative importance of
the index's different questions in measuring overall con...
sumer attitudes, and hence their effect on durables pur-
chases, differs during times ofa major shock like the Gulf
War from normal times.
I. BACKGROUND
The use ofsurveys to measure consumer sentiment was
pioneered by George Katona and his associates at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in the 1950s. The rationale for such
surveys is provided by the discipline ofpsychological eco-
nomics. According to psychological economics, a house-
hold's response to a change in income or wealth depends
uponits attitudes atthe time. Thus, consumerexpenditures
depend not only on an ability to buy but also a willingness
to buy. 2
In contrast, in standard economic theory households are
assumed to react uniformly to changes inincome orwealth
at different points in time. Although changes in attitudes
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may matter for individual households, these individual
differences are assumed to cancel outfor the economy as a
whole. But the law oflarge numbers applies to economic
situations only ifrandom factors prevail. Ifthe same factor
influences very many people in the same direction at the
same time, deviations add up instead ofcanceling out. An
obvious systematic factor that could produce relatively
uniform reactions is the acquisition of new information
through the mass media.
Katonaarguedthatthe attitudesthatenterintoconsumer
sentiment are more than simply a reflection ofthe current
state of the economy. Therefore, they are not necessarily
related to current economic variables in any stable way.
Attitudes may be influenced by political and economic
events that are nonquantifiable. Also, similar economic or
financial developments may beperceiveddifferently under
different circumstances. Katona's point is that, while a
purely mechanistic view ofconsumer behavior sometimes
may be correct, it is not necessarily andnotalways correct.
Particularly at turningpoints, consumerwillingness to buy
may be an important and unpredictable independentfactor
determining spending.Ifso, survey measures ofconsumer
sentimentcouldcontribute importantlyto bothforecasts of
consumer spending and an understanding of consumer
behavior.
As part of this study, we examine the importance of
some ofthe individual questions in the index ofsentiment
for explaining consumer spending. Since 1955 the Michi-
ganIndexofConsumerSentiment(ICS) has containedfive
questions, with equal weight. They are:3
1. "We are interested in how people are getting along
financially these days. Would you say thatyou (andyour
family living there) are better or worse off financially
than a year ago?"
2. "Now looking ahead-do you think a year from now
you (and your family living there) will be better off
financially, or worse off, or just about the same as
now?"
3. "Nowturning to business conditions in the country as a
whole~do you think that the next 12 months will have
good times financially, or bad times or what?"
4. "Lookingahead, which wouldyou say is more likely-
,that the country as a whole will have continuous good
times during the next 5 years or so, orthat we will have
periods ofwidespread unemployment or depression, or
what?"
5. "About the big things people buy for their homes-
such as furniture, a refrigerator, stove, television, and
things like that. Generally speaking, do you think now
is a good or a bad time for people to buy major
household items?"
Economic Review I 1992, Number1As shown in Chart 1, the ICS tends to follow a cyclical
pattern, with a strong tendency to lead economic down-
turns and a lesser tendency to lead upturns. An Index of
ConsumerExpectations(whichis oneofthe12 series in the
Commerce Department's Index ofLeading Economic In-
dicators), based on forward looking questions 2,3, and 4,
tends to lead both downturns and upturns; the Current
Conditions Index (CIND) based on questions I and 5 leads
downturns and some, but not all, upturns (Chart 2). The
correlation matrix in Table 1 shows that there is a high
intercorrelation among the responses to these five ques-
tions, with the exceptionofquestion 5. This question asks
Chart 1
Index of Consumer Sentiment (ICS) Index
Chart 2
Current and Expected Indices
Shaded areas indicate periods of economic recession.
The dotted line denotes the peak of the 1990 recession.
Shaded areas indicate periods of economic recession.
The dotted line denotes the peak of the 1990 recession.
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readily available economic data. Finally, we ask whether
sentimentor its components, contain information for fore-
casting consumer spending that is not contained in other
economic data.
In modem consumption theory, households are viewed
as making a conscious attempt at achieving a preferred
distribution of consumption over their lifetime, subject
to the size ofthe economic resources expectedto accrue to
them. Friedman's (1957) permanent income hypothesis
views consumption as a function of an anticipated long-
term measure of income, equal to the expected yield on
human and nonhuman wealth. The life .cycle theory ·of
Modigliani and his colleagues takes this idea one step
further, allowing for the consumption ofnonhuman wealth
towards the endofahousehold's lifetime.7 In both theories
consumption refers not to current expenditures on con-
sumer goods, but rather to the current flow ofutility from
consumer goods, including the existing stock ofconsumer
durables. For simplicity, Friedman's permanent income
approach is adopted here.
Inthe permanentincome framework, consumerexpend-
itures on nondurables and services are simply a function
of permanent income. However, expenditures on con-
sumer durables usually are viewed as following a stock-
adjustment process. The desired stock ofconsumer dura-
bles depends upon permanent income and interest rates,
and possibly also on attitudes measured by the in.dex of
consumer sentiment. Expenditures ondurables in any
period then become soine fraction of the difference be-
tween, desired and actual stocks.
Earlier .studies have found that consumer sentiment
significantly affects expenditures on consumer durables.8
Using the permanent income framework, estimates of a
model of expenditures on durables that uses polynomial




directly about household attitudes with respect to the
purchase of major household items. The correlations be-
tween question 5 and all others are between .5 and .75,
while the intercorrelations among the others range from
.75 to .95.
Three main views on consumer sentimenthave emerged
in the literature.4 The first is the original one ofKatona. In
this view, sentiment is an important predictor, along with
income, ofspending on discretionary items like consumer
durables. However, inthis view consumer sentimentis not
believed to be well represented by responses to any single
question or to bear any stable relation to aggregate eco-
nomic variables. As a result, a survey ofa setofquestions
is deemed necessary in order to make accurate forecasts
of consumer spending on durable goods, particularly at
turning points. A second view is that sentiment mainly
measures optimism or pessimism about future economic
conditions.5 Contemporary theories of overall consump-
tion and saving strongly emphasize economic agents' per-
ceptions ofthe current environment and expectationsofits
future. Thus, in "life-cycle" or "permanent income"
theories ofconsumption, current spending on nondurables
and services, as well as on durables, depends importantly
on expected future income. The index of sentiment may
provide a better measure ofthis than conventional model-
ing based on past observations of incomes.
Yet a third view is that the most useful aspect of the
index ofsentiment is a measurement ofthe uncertainty or
risk, associated with the likelihood of job loss and/or
severe income loss and attendant financial distress.6 Al-
though this probability is likely to be correlated to some
extent with current or expected economic conditions, it
affects consumer spending through different channels. A
higher probability of financial distress would lead an
individual household to save more in liquid form and less
in illiquidform, so that liquid assets are available tocovera
possible future short fall in future income. The most
effective way to do this would be to postpone expenditures
on consumer durables rather than on nondurables and
services. In this view, the most importantdimension ofthe
index of sentiment is its measurement of confidence or
mistrust, ratherthanoptimismorpessimism. Itis possible,
however, that household perceptions ofuncertainty orrisk
can be measured equally well, or better, by economic
variables.
The rest of the paper attempts to discriminate among
these three views. We first focus on whether the index of
sentiment, orits components, provides useful information
for predicting consumer spending on either durables or
nondurables and services that is not contained in the usual
empirical models ofconsumer behavior. We next examine
whethermeasures ofsentimentcanbeeasilymodeled with
38 Economic R.ev!ew / 1992, Number 13 4
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(-15.3) (12.3) i-I i=Q
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(.220)
simultaneity bias still may exist. Also, previously esti-
mated models of consumer sentiment generally do have
highly serially correlated errors.
A Vector Error Correction Model
where
LGCO = log of expenditures on consumer durables
LYDP = log ofpermanent income9
ICP = six-month commercial paper rate
ICS = index ofconsumer sentiment
CINO = current conditions component ofICS
LKCO = log ofstock ofconsumer durables.
The t-statistics (in parentheses) indicate a high degree
of statistical significance of the consumer sentiment in-
dex (ICS). In addition, the current conditions component
(CINO) ofthe index actually has somewhat more explana-
tory power than the overall index. (Each ofthe questions in
CINO contributes about equally to its explanatory power.)
Aone-pointchangeinCINDisestimatedtomoveexpendi-
tures on consumer durables by 0.4 percent in the same
direction over a period offour quarters. About halfofthis
effect occurs in the contemporaneous quarter. Since CINO
can swing as much as 30 points between the peak and
trough ofthe business cycle, sentiment thus appears to be
able to move spending on durables as much as 12 percent
over a relatively short period.
Earlier studies of the causes and· effects of consumer
sentiment have been subject to two potentially serious
econometric problems, however. These are the interpreta-
tionofcontemporaneouscorrelations andthe possibilityof
"spurious" relationships between time dependent vari-
ables. A common solution to the first problem of "simul-
taneity" is to specify some variables as exogenous that
affect other variables but are not affected by them. These
exogenous variables canthen be used eitheras instruments
to proxy endogenous independentvariables oras indepen-
dentvariables inreduced form equations. A difficulty with
this procedure, however, is that it is not always clear what
variables are truly exogenous in a macroeconomic system.
The second problem of "spurious" regressions arises
from the fact that variables that have random time trends
may appearto be correlatedin finite samples, even though
there is notrue relationship between them. 10 Although the
. low estimated serial correlation in the errors ofthe above
POL model ofconsumerdurables suggests that likelihood
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This study uses a "vector error correction" model to
avoid these problems. In such a model, all variables are
treated as potentially endogenous. Moreover, tests are
made to ensure stationarity in the variables in order to
avoid "spurious" regressions. 11 In addition, because the
change in any variable is assumed to be a function of its
ownpastchanges as wellas pastchanges in othervariables,
a vector error correction system is a natural vehicle for
generating ex ante forecasts that use only.information
available prior to the forecast period. The variables we
initially consider in this framework are the log ofexpendi-
tureson consumer durables (LGCO), the log ofspending
on nondurables and services (LCNS), the log ofpersonal
disposable income (LGYD), interest rates as represented
by the six-month commercial paper rate (lCP), and a
measure ofconsumer sentiment either (ICS or CIND).
Thechangeinany variableis assumedto beafunction of
its own past changes as well as past changes in the other
variables, with lags ofone to four quarters being chosen.
Thechangeinany variable also is assumedto respondtoan
"error correction" term equal to the lagged difference
between the variable and its estimated equilibrium value.
A nominal interest rate, rather than a real one, is used
because of the importance of liquidity constraints for
households. 12 Theoretically, the lagged stock of durables
might also be included, but as in the PDL regression.s it
turned out to be statistically insignificant. The reason is
that, although a larger stock of durables reduces· the
difference between desired and actual stocks, it alsogener-
ates more replacement investment,and the two effects on
investment spending tend to cancel each other out.
The stationarity tests that were performed are described
in Appendix A, as is the construction of the error
correction term. A "general-to-simple" modeling strat-
egy was employed in which insignificant variables were
dropped from the model. The final equations of the esti-
mated vectorerrorcorrection systemare shown inTable 2.
In the equation for consumerdurables, the error correction
term is highly significant, whether the overall index of
sentiment (ICS) orjust the current conditions component
(CIND) is used to measure sentiment, as shown in equa-
tions 1a and lb. Since the error correction term is station-
ary, the usual distribution for the t-statistic applies, easily
indicating significance at the 1 percent level or better.
Moreover, sentimentcontributessignificantlyto the impor-
tance ofthe error correction term.13
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco 39Similar to the results with the PDL model, the use of
CIND produces a lower standard error for thedurables
equationandalargerestimatedresponseofdurablesexpen-
ditures to sentiment. Also, there are significant effects
of lagged changes in. both interest rates and sentiment
on changes in expenditures on consumer durables using
CIND, but not ICS. Recall that CIND contains the re-
sponses to one question that asks directly about household
attitudes with respect to the purchase of major house-
hold items,as well as responses to another question that is
highly correlated with those for the remaining questions in
theoverallindexofsentiment.Asaresult, CINDappearsto
contain all the useful information in ICS for explaining
expenditures on durables.
Interestingly, short-runchanges inspending on durables
(DLGCD) are more closely relatedto changes in spending
on nondurables and services (DLCNS) than to changes in
disposable income (DLGYD), as the latter is insignificant
in both equations la and Ib in Table 2. This is consistent
with the permanentincome hypothesis, in which spending
on nondurables and services is proportional to permanent
income. If the desired stock of durables depends upon
Table 2
Estimated Vector Error Correction System
Sums of Coefficients on Lagged Changes in Independent Variables and Coefficient




Variable Constant aLGCD aLCNS aLGYD aICP aICS aCIND aU E.C. R2 S.E.
la. LlLGCD -.00758 2.380 - .601 .42 .0267
(-1.22) (-8.44)a
lb. aLGCD -.00578 2.296 - .0011 -.003 -.796 .48 .0254
(-.906) (3.37)b (-3.39)b (4.41)a (-7.28)a
Ie. aLGCD -.00150 -.584 2.92 -.0232 -.0374 - .315 .36 .0278
(-.186) (2.50)C (2.IO)d (4.46)a (2;32)d (-3.22)a
Id. aLGCD -.00395 2.194 -.0242 -.00318 -.671 .42 .0266
(-.594) (2.72)c (5.54)a (2.91)b (-6.3W
2. aLCNS .003307 0.552 -.0015 .17 .00476
(-2.97)a (4.71)" (3.18)b
3. aLGYD .00066b 1.075 .13 .00916
(-.306) (4.07)"
4. aICPQ .04299 .0437 .13 1.173
(-.375) (4.39)a
I 5a. alcs -.132 -3.07 0.0846 .20 4.726
(- .294) (7.12)" (2.291)C
5b. aCIND .695 -3.616 - .150 -.25 4.682
(- .452) (7.29)a (6.23)a

















(eq. 4) are found to be significantly related only to past
changes in itself. Changes in either of the sentiment
indexes (eqs. 5a and 5b) are related only to own past
changes and past changes in the commercial paper rate.
Thus, changes in sentiment causechanges in spending on
durables, in a statistical sense, andare not caused by them.




Dynamic Response of Consumer
Durables to an Increase in:
Response ofDurables Purchases to Sentiment
and Other Factors
Next we examine how spending on consumer durables
responds to shocks to sentiment, as well to the other
variables. These shocks are set equal to the standard
deviation of the disturbances to each variable over the
sample periodP A disturbance to the system of first
difference equations is temporary. Butits effectonthe level
of spending on durables generally is permanent. Chart 3
shows that the effect on the level ofdurables expenditures
of an "average" shock to the current component of con-
sumersentiment (CIND) is about as large as the effect ofa
shock from the commercial paperrate orfrom spending on
nondurables and services. Thus, consumer sentiment is
truly animportantdeterminantofspendingondurables, on
a par with other factors that usually are thought to be
important. The effect ofa shock to disposable income on
purchases ofdurables is somewhat smaller. Finally, the
response of consumer durables to a shock to durables
themselves affects durables purchases only temporarily.
This occurs because a disturbance to durables is gradually .
eliminated through the response ofdurables expenditures
to the error correction term.I8
permanent income, then purchases of durables should be
more closely relatedto the currentconsumptionofnondur-
ables and services than to current income in the short run.
In the longerrun, however, income should become a better
measureofpermanentincome, whichis consistentwiththe
greatersignificanceofdisposable incomethan spending on
nondurables and services in the error correction term.
The errorcorrection termdoes not playasignificantrole
in explaining changes in any of the variables besides
expenditures on durables. This is consistent with the
strong response of durables expenditures to sentiment,
leaving no significant adjustment to be done elsewhere.
The change in spending on nondurables and services (eq.
2) is found to dependonlyon pastchanges intheconsump-
tion of nondurables and services and past changes in
interest rates; and it is not influenced by consumer senti-
mentinany way. Thisresult is not consistentwitharational
expectations version ofthe permanent income hypothesis
in which consumption responds only to new information
about permanent income, and hence is a random walk
unrelated to past values of any variables.I4 But it is
consistent with a modified version ofthe rational expecta-
tions version permanent income hypothesis, in which
adjustment costs prevent an instantaneous response to
permanent income.
The finding that consumer sentiment significantly influ-
ences expenditures on consumer durables, but not spend-
ing on nondurables and services, suggests that consumer
sentiment is something other thanjust a better measure of
perceptionsofpermanentincome. The importantthing that
itseems to measureis theperceptionofuncertainty, orrisk,
and·the corresponding probability offinancial distress. If
the probability offinancial distress is high, at the margin
households shouldpreferto holdliquidassets andconsume
the income from them on nondurables and services, rather
thanholdingilliquidconsumerdurables. Theywouldthere-
fore allocate their consumption away from the satisfaction
provided by illiquid consumer durables and towards non-
durables and services. However, greater uncertainty and
risk also should lead to precautionary increases in the
overall saving rate, causing a decline in total consump-
tion. The effects on expenditures on nondurables and serv-
ices appears to be approximately offsetting, leaving them
roughly unchanged. IS
Current changes in disposable income (eq. 3) are found
to be significantly related only to past changes in the
consumption of nondurables and services. This too is
consistent with a modified rational expectations version of
the permanent income hypothesis. If expectations are
forward-looking, then future changes in income should be
related to past changes in spending on nondurables and
services.I6 Current changes in the commercial paper rate
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco 41We have thus established that consumer sentiment is a
statistically significantvariablefor explainingpurchasesof
consumer durables. Also, disturbances to consumer senti-
mentareimportantrelative to othervariables in explaining
the overall variation in expenditures on consumer dura-
bles. The next question is the usefulness of sentiment in
making actual ex ante forecasts ofdurables purchases. For
a preliminary answer, this vector error correction.system
(either eq. 1a or 1b and eqs. 2-5, Table 2) was estimated
over an initial sample period, here chosen to be 1963.Q1-
1975.Q4. Next the estimated system was used to make a
forecast ofspending on durables one, two, four, and eight
quarters ahead. Then the system was reestimated using
datafrom the initial sample plus the quarters justforecast.
The "new" system was used to generate a new set of
forecasts. Forecasting errors over the period 1976.Q1 to
1989.Q4forsystems using either no measure ofsentiment
(dropping eq. 5 and sentiment from eq. 1), or the ICS
(using eqs. 1a and 5a) or CIND (with eqs. 1b and 5b)
measuresofsentiment, werethencomparedwiththoseofa
naive model that forecasts future expenditures simply on
the basis ofits trendrate ofgrowth. These comparisons are
shown in Table 3.
Even without including a sentiment variable, the esti-
mated vector error correction system forecasts expendi-
tures on consumer durables more accurately than a naive
model does. The root-mean-squared forecasting error is
reduced by 25 to 40 percent, depending on the forecast
horizon (line2 versus line 1, Table 3). Including the simple
model of ICS (eqs. 1a and 5a, Table 2) in the system
changes these forecast errors by relatively small amounts.
It raises the two-quarter-ahead root mean squared error
slightly, lowers the four-quarter-ahead error slightly, and
Table 3
Out of Sample Root Mean Squared
Errors in Forecasting InGCD
1976.Ql-1989.Q4
Quarters Ahead
1 2 4 8
1. Naive .035 .046 .070 .127
Vector Error Correction System
2. Without Sentiment .034 .042 .052 .077
3. Basic Model with ICS .034 .045 .048 .061
4. Basic Model with CIND .031 .037 .043 .050
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reduces the eight-quarter-aheaderrorby 20percent (line3
versus line 2, Table 3). But substituting the simple model
oftheCIND (eqs. 1b and5b, Table2) measure ofconsum-
er sentiment in the system lowers the root mean squared
errorby 12to 35 percent, dependingontheforecasthorizon
(line 4 versus line 2, Table 3). Thus, for this period the
inclusion ofconsumer sentiment improves the accuracy of
ex ante forecasts ofdurable purchases markedly, but pri-
marily only ifthe current conditions component of senti-
ment (CIND) is used.
III. CAUSES OF CONSUMER SENTIMENT
This section addresses the issue of the underlying ex-
planation ofconsumer sentiment and its importantcurrent
conditions component. Is sentiment mainly a psychologi-
calor anticipatory variable that is not easily explained by
current economic variables? Or is the sentiment index
basically just filtering current economic data? In the pre-
vious section, it was found that changes in consumer
sentiment, or in the current conditions cOlnponent of it,
could be forecast fairly well by past changes in interest
rates and past changes in sentiment itself. But if a better
economic explanation of consumer sentiment could be
found, better forecasts of durables spending might be
obtainable. Alternatively, ifthe sentiment index filters the
relevant economic variables poorly and also does not
contain any important purely psychological component,
better forecasts might be obtained by using those variables
directly. We examine these issues next.
The Traditional Approach
There is littleconsensus inprevious studieson the setof
economic variablesthatmightbestexplainconsumersenti-
ment. However, one of the most coherent earlier ap~
proaches is Mishkin's "liquidityhypothesis" (1976, 1977,
1978). This hypothesis focuses on the illiquidity of con-
sumer durables, which creates a loss for consumers ifthey
try to sell durables (or borrow against them) in an emer-
gency. As a result, consumers who expectnot to be able to
pay their bills readily would prefer holding liquid assets
rather than illiquid consumer durables. In effect, the
opportunity cost of holding consumer durables increases
substantially when consumers get into financial trouble.
Thus, as the probability of financial distress increases,
consumers lower their demand for durables. As discussed
earlier, the evidence ofa positive response ofspending on
durables to movements inconsumer sentiment, in contrast
to the lack of response of nondurables and services, is
consistent with this view. It suggests the important thing
that consumer sentiment measures is perceptions of the
Economic Review / 1992, Number 1ICS = 28.2 + 2.97 DLCPI + 2.00 DLSP
(7.14) (4.99) (3.51)
andits change, andinterestrates. All ofthese variables can
be interpreted as measures ofgeneral economic uncertain-
ty and risk, but without special emphasis on household
balance sheet positions.
When these explanatory variables are added to Mish-
kin's model ofICS, lagged ICS becomes significant, and
the significance ofFIN, DEBT, and YDT evaporates. Of
the remaining variables, the rate ofinflation (DLCPI),the
percent change in the S&P index ofstock prices (DLSP),
and the change in the unemployment rate (DU) are statis-
tically significant in explaining ICS, with a significaIlt
degree oflagged adjustment. The current conditions com-
ponent ofsentiment (CIND) turns out to be well explained
by this same set of variables as well as by the percent
change in the real price of oil (DLPOIL), also with a
significant degree of lagged adjustment. Thus, the pre-
ferred equations following the traditional approach for
selecting the set ofexplanatory variables are:22





probability offinancial distress, rather than perceptions of
permanent income.
Mishkin argues that, besides depending upon the ex-
pected level and variance of income, the· probability of
financial distress should vary positively with the consum-
er's debt and negatively with his holdings of financial
assets. When indebtedness is high, theconsumerhas large
contractual payments for debt service that increase the
likelihood of financial distress, thus decreasing the de-
mand for consumer durables. In contrast, larger holdings
of financial assets increase the consumer's buffer against
bad times, and so increase the demand for· consumer
durables. Thus, consumersentiment (ICS) should be posi-
tively correlated with real financial assets of households
(FIN) and negatively correlated.with their indebtedness
(DEBT) at the beginning ofthe quarter. It should also be
positively correlated with transitory income (YDT), which
acts as a proxy for upside or downside risk.l9 Also,
inflation in consumer prices (DLCPI) tends to affect con-
sumer sentiment adversely because it is usually associated
with greater uncertainty.20 An updated estimate (sample
period 1963.Ql-1990.Q4) of Mishkin's model ofles is:
ICS = 78.6 +.746 FIN - 1.94 DEBT+ .169 YDT
(9.21) (2.61) .(-2.17) (4.41)
- 3.33 DLCPI + .708 e_
1
(-6.01) (9.99)
R2= .967 S.E. =3.63 Significance level
ofLM test= .36
S.E. =4.15 D.W. =2.24
CIND= 20.1 - 1.10 DLCPI+ .193 DLSP- 9.60 DLPOIL
(6.15) (-2.38) (3.55) (-2.20)
- 5.74 DU + .798 CIND_1
- .418 e_2
(-5.82) (23.6) (4.22)
The equations for the levels of sentiment estimated by
the traditional approach are potentially "spurious," how-
ever, due to possible correlations caused by random time
trends. An indication that this is apossibility is that, in the
absence of correction for serial correlation or the use of
lagged dependent variables, the R2 is almost as high as the
Durbin-Watson statistic.23 This suggests that some ofthe
independentvariables are nonstationary and therefore pos-
sibly accidently correlated with consumer sentiment, the
level ofwhich is also nonstationary.
Even ifsome ofthese variables are nonstationary, how-
ever, so long as they are cointegrated with sentiment they
can be used in level form in an error correction model.
All ofthe variables have theoretically correct signs and
significant t-statistics. Note also that the decomposition of
the household balance sheet into its debt and financial
assets components inthe liquidityhypothesis is supported,
sincethe absolute value oftheestimatedcoefficienton debt
is more·than twice as large as on financial assets. The
independent variables in this model could potentially af-
fect ICS with a lag for two reasons. First, the impact of
adverse conditions on consumer sentiment is likely to be
stronger the longer these conditions have persisted. Sec-
ond, the effect ofeconomic conditions on sentiment may
be "contagious," as consumers find out about the feelings
ofothers. These effects, ifthey exist, could becapturedby
the inclusion oflagged ICS. ButlikeMishkin, we find that
the lagged IeS·is not significantly positive, suggesting an
absence oflagged adjustment.
While Mishkin's model seems to work reasonably well
as an explanation ofconsumer sentiment, other investiga-
tors have useda largersetofeconomic variables to explain
sentiment.21 These have included changes in stock prices,
the unemployment rate and its change, the realprice ofoil
S.E. =3.83
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Expanded Error Correction Models of Consumer Sentiment
Summed Coefficients on Lagged changes in Independent Variables and Coefficients on




Constant -.119 .246 .0905 .235





IlICP -1.93 -2.33 -3.40 -3.19
(2.80)b (2.07)c (6.l7)a (5.24)a
IlU -6.36 -7.21
(4.03)a (4. 16)a
E.C. -.262 -.204 -.229 -.178
(-3.41)a (-3.15)a (-3.41)a (-2.83)a
D72.1 Nixon wage and 5.8SC 3.27
price controls (1.52) (.801)
D72.4 -11.2 -4.58
(-2.98)a (-1.17)
















D91.4 Post-GulfWar -13.2 -10.2
(3.37)a (-2.52)a
jjz .27 .55 .35 .51
S.E. 4.50 3.61 4.35 3.80




Economic Review / 1992, Number 1Therefore, we nextexamine the stationarity ofthe previous
menu of independent variables and their degree of coin-
tegration with consumer sentiment. This allows us to
construct an errorcorrection model that is free ofspurious
correlation.
The stationarity tests that were performed are described
in Appendix B, as is the construction ofthe error correc-
tion term for models ofsentiment. The only variables that
are both nonstationary in levels and cointegrated with
the two measures of consumer sentiment are the rate of
inflation in consumer prices (DLCPI) and the civilian
unemployment rate (D). Therefore, these variables are
used to construct error correction terms for both ICS and
CIND. However, other variables may contribute to short-
runchangesinsentiment. Inconformitywitha"general-to-
simple" modeling strategy, error correction models (with
4 lags) using inflation and unemployment were first esti-
mated, and insignificant lagged changes were dropped.
The statistical significance of lagged changes in other
variables then was tested. The final error correction equa-
tions for explaining both measures ofconsumer sentiment
are shown in Table 4.
These expanded error correction models of sentiment
confirm the importance of changes in interest rates, and
changes in unemployment in the case ofCIND, in condi-
tioning short-run changes in sentiment. Changes in other
variables, except lagged changes in sentiment itself, are
insignificant. Also, a somewhat tighter fit is obtained for
CIND than for ICS. This is not surprising. The current
conditions componentofsentimentshould be more closely
related to current economic variables than the expected
conditions component. These expanded error correction
models ofsentimentarequitedifferentfrom thoseobtained
from the previous regressions in the levels ofthe variables.
Stockprices and oil prices are not included as independent
variables, but interest rates are, and the dynamics of the
effects of inflation and unemployment on sentiment are
more complex.
IV. RELATIVE FORECASTING POWER OF
SENTIMENT INDICATORS
The expanded error correction models of consumer
sentimentimprove the in-sampleexplanationofthe change
in sentiment significantly, raising the coefficient of deter-
minationby 35 to 40percentcomparedwith simplerearlier
error correction models (Table 4 versus Table 2). But this
improved modeling of sentiment does not carry over into
any greater accuracy in forecasting spending on durables.
As shown in Table 5, the accuracy in forecasting durables
is worsened somewhat at all horizons with the expanded
models ofICS and CIND, even though actual rather than
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco
Table 5
Out of Sample Root Mean Squared
Errors in Forecasting InGCD
1976.Ql-1989.Q4
Vector Error Correction System Quarters Ahead
With ICS 1 2 4 8
1. Basic Model .034 .045 .048 .061
2. Expanded Model of .034 .047 .054 .085
Sentiment
3. Actual Value ofSentiment .034 .047 .059 .110
With CIND
4. Basic Model .031 .037 .043 .050
5. Expanded Model of .031 .038 .049 .069
Sentiment
6. Actual Value ofSentiment .031 .038 .043 .079
With Economic
Variables for Sentiment
7. Actual Unemployment .032 .038 .045 .059
and Inflation, instead of
Sentiment, in Durables
Equation
8. Actual Unemployment .029 .035 .044 .081
and Actual CIND, instead
ofSentiment in Durables
Equation
forecasted values ofinflation and unemployment are used
(lines 2 and 5).24 Furthermore, substituting actual survey
values ofICS orCIND for predicted values in the durables
equation does not improve the forecast ofexpenditures on
durables either, but on the whole tends to worsen it (lines 3
and 6).
Thus, this evidence suggests that in the 1976 to 1989
period consumer sentiment generally did not have an
importantcomponentthat both helped to predictconsumer
spending on durables and was not stably related to current
economic variables. Rather the opposite is suggested,
namely, that as good or better forecasts ofexpenditures on
durables might be obtained simply by using the economic
variables that are related to sentimentdirectly in aforecast-
ing equation for durables, rather than using survey values
ofsentiment. This possibility is examined by substituting
the unemployment rate and the inflation rate for sentiment
in the cointegratingequation for consumerdurables (Table .
45A2). The correspondingerrorcorrectionmodel ofexpendi-
tures on durables (Table 2, eq. lc) has a somewhat higher
standard error and somewhat lower coefficient of deter-
mination than before. But the resulting forecasts of dur-
abIes expenditures, using actual values ofunemployment
and inflation, are significantly more accurate than if the
actual survey value ofICS is used (Table 5, line 7 versus
line 3). Also, forecasting accuracy is about on a par with
that using the actual survey value of the more powerful
CINDmeasureofsentiment, beingbetterat somehorizons
and worse at others (Table 5, line 7 versus line 6). This
system also forecasts durables expenditures about as well
as the system containing either the simple (line 4) or
expanded (line 5) error correction models ofCIND.
Finally,a ..combination of indicators measuring senti-
ment was.tried. Both the unemployment rate and CIND
were included in the cointegrating equation for consumer
durables (inflation being omitted because it takes on the
"wrong" sign), shown in Table A2. Forecasts using the
resulting error correction model of expenditures on con-
sumer durables (Table 2, eq. Id), and actual values of
unemployment and CIND, were not significantly more
accurate than ones using either unemployment and infla-
tion or CIND alone. As shown in Table 5, at less than a
4-quarter horizon, the forecast error using both economic
variables and. sentiment (line 8) is slightly smaller than
when either is used alone, but at an 8-quarterhorizon it is
much larger.
Thus, over the 1976 to 1989 period,neither the overall
index ofconsumersentiment (ICS), northe more powerful
current conditions component (CIND), generally appears
to contain any information not already contained·in eco-
nomic variables that is useful for forecasting expenditures
onconsumerdurables. Inparticular, the substitutionofun-
employment and inflation for sentiment produces forecast
errors that are at least as small as those using sentiment
alone; and an even simpler model ofsentiment basedjust
on interest rates also produces forecasterrors at least as
small. Moreover, measuring consumer attitudes with a
combination ofa sentiment index and economic variables
does not reduce forecast errors below those obtained by
using economic variables alone.
The GulfWar and Consumer Spending
From August through October of 1990, the Michigan
index ofconsumer sentiment recorded the biggest decline
in any three-month period in its 44-year history; and over
the next year it failed to recover fully. This decline was
triggered by Iraq's invasion ofKuwait and the subsequent
military response of the United States and its allies.
As a result, consumer sentiment temporarily deviated
from its normal relationship with economic variables.25
As shown inCharts4Aand 4B, the expandederrorcorrec-
tion models of consumer sentiment (estimated through
1990.Q2) fail to predict both the sharp declines in the ICS
andCIND measures ofconsumersentimentfrom 1990.Q2
to 1990.Q4 and the subsequentincreases from 1990.Q4to
1991.Q3, even though the actual values ofthe explanatory
economic variables are used. While higherunemployment
tended to depress the predicted value ofsentiment in this
period, falling interestrates anddeclining inflation worked
in the otherdirection. The neteffectis a premctedinQrease
inthe ICS measureofsentimentandonly a small prediCted
decrease in the CIND measure. This is thus a clearcase of
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46 Economic Review ! 1992, Number ].conditions as the result ofa major political event, and an
exception to the overall results for the 1976 to 1989 period.
Whether the effect of consumer attitudes on expendi-
tures is better measured by the indexes of sentiment or
economic variables in this period is examined in Table 6.
This shows the root-mean-squared errors in forecasting
consumer expenditures on durables in the 1990.Q3 to
1991.Q3 period for models estimated through 1990.Q2.
The evidence here very strongly suggests that when senti-
ment and economic variables diverge, consumer spending
on. durables tends to follow the path ofsentiment.
In the first place, forecasts of durables purchases from
the vectorerrorcorrection systeminthis periodhave lower
errors ifsentiment is omitted entirely than ifthe economic
variables usually explaining sentiment are employed. The
errors with either the basic (lines 2 and 5) or expanded
(lines 3 and 6) models of sentiment are both larger than
without sentiment (line 1), as are the errors from using
economic variables directly in the durables equation (lines
8 and9). Thus, the economic variables thatusually explain
sentiment do not contribute at all to the accuracy of
forecasts ofdurables purchases in this period.
Table 6
Out of Sample Root Mean Squared
Errors in Forecasting InGCD
VectorError Correction System 1990.Q3-1991.Q3
1. Without Sentiment .072
With ICS
2. Basic Model .095
3. Expanded Model ofSentiment .100
4. Actual Value ofSentiment .044
With CIND
5. Basic Model .119
6. Expanded Model ofSentiment .129
7. Actual Value ofSentiment .057
With Economic Variables for
Sentiment
8. Actual Unemploymentand Inflation, .084
instead ofSentiment, in Durables
Equation
9. Actual Unemployment and Actual .075
CIND, instead ofSentiment in
Durables Equation
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Second, forecast errors are reduced by 20 to 40percent
ifthe actual value ofasentimentindexisusedinthemodel,
compared with using no measure of sentiment atal!.
Interestingly, also in this period the broad ICS index of
sentiment gives lower forecast errors than the narrower
CIND index coveringonlycurrentconditions, which is the
opposite of the results in the earlier 1976.Ql to 1989.Q4
period. The likely reason is that a major economic or
political event, such as the Gulf War, significantly alters
expectations of economic conditions relative to percep-
tions of current economic conditions, whereas normally
expectedconditionstendto befairlyhighlycorrelatedwith
currentconditions and do not add any significantinforma-
tion. This is indeed seen in Chart 2, where in1990 the
index ofexpectedconditions drops significantly more than
the index ofcurrent conditions.
Therelative size and patterns ofthese forecasting errors
for the 1990.Q3 to 1991.Q3 period are shown graphically
in Chart 5A. The forecast ofdurables purchases from the
vector error correction system that is based on the.actual
value ofthe overall ICS indexturns down immediately, due
to the sharp drop in expected conditions, and isToughly in
Ijnewiththe actual dropinpurchasesofconsumerdurables
in the latter halfof1990. The forecast based on the actual
value ofthe current conditions index (CIND) drops much
more gradually; and the forecast based on actual unem-
ployment and inflation shows a sustained increase in
spending.
The accuracy of these forecasts depends in part on the
ability of the vector error correction system to capture an
unexpected decline in income, as well as on the effect of
consumerattitudesonspending. Soamoreprecisereading
ofthe best measurement ofconsumer attitudes can be had
by looking at the predictive accuracy of the durables
equation alone, using··actual values ofall the independent
variables. As shownin Chart5B,thisstronglyconfirmsthe
accuracyofthe overallICS indexofconsumersentimentin
measuring consumer attitudes during the Gulf War. The
forecast ofdurables purchases using the ICS index follows
the actual pattern of spending quite closely. The forecast
using the CIND current conditions component shows a
small increase in spending, with the effects of declining
interest rates tending to offset the effects ofthe relatively
small decline in CIND. Finally, the durables equation that
substitutes unemployment and inflation for a measure of
sentiment forecasts even larger increases in spending be-
causeoflarge interestrateeffects relative to the depressing
effect ofhigher unemployment.
The 1990-1991 period was an exceptional one, in which
consumer sentiment lost its anchor to current economic
conditions. However, sentimentremains cointegrated with
inflation and unemployment even ifobservations from this
47period are included. This suggests that sentiment returned
to its long-run relationship with these variables once the
special circumstances associated with the Gulf War had
dissipated. This, in fact, appears to have occurred by the
second and third quarters of 1991, following the allied
victory in March 1991, as evidenced in Charts 4aand 4b.
When the expanded error correction model ofsentiment
isestimatedthrough1990.Q3,insteadofthrough1990.Q2,
it still overpredicts changes in ICS and CIND in future
periods,suggesting that significant "unexplained" effects
on sentiment still were present. Then, ifthe end point of
estimation is moved up to 1991.Ql, the model significantly
underpredicts the change in sentiment as euphoria associ-
ated with the military victory in March drove it up. Bythe
second and third quarters of 1991, however, the special
influence associated with the Gulf War appears to have
gone. This is indicated by the fact that the economic model
of sentiment forecasts changes in either ICS or CIND
betweenthe secondto thirdquarterof1991 withlittleerror.
There actually have been several other periods when
consumer sentiment similarly became temporarily de-
tached from current economic conditions. Dummy vari-
ables were introduced into the expanded error correction
models ofboth ICS and CIND to test for these influences.
As shown in Table 4, the statistical significance of these
dummy variables indicates that there were unusual effects
on consumer sentiment during the Nixon wage and price
controls, the 1973-74 oil embargo, the 1987 stock market
crash, and the Carter credit controls, in addition to the
periodofGulfWar. TheNixon wage andpricecontrols had
a positive effect on sentiment, while all ofthe otherevents
depressed sentiment.
V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paperhas used errorcorrection models to examine
the causes and effects· of consumer sentiment. It finds
that movements in consumer sentiment cause changes in
spending on consumer durables in a statistical sense at all
times, but that expenditures on durables do not cause
sentiment. Furthermore, expenditures on nondurables and
services are not causally related to sentiment at any time,
consistentwith thehypotheses thatsentimentmeasures the
degree ofuncertainty held by households, rather than just
optimism or pessimism about the future.
In normal times, the important thing that consumer
sentiment measures for forecasting durables expenditures
is household perceptions ofthe current state ofeconomy,
including whether or not it is a good time to buy· major
household items. Ordinarily their perception of future
economic conditions does not move very differently from
their perceptions of current conditions, and so does not
have any· important additional. effect on durables pur~
chases. In fact, forecast errors normally are lower if only
the currentconditions componentofthe sentimentindex is
used, rather than the overall index. In addition, if eco-
nomic variables such as the unemployment rate and infla-
tion are substituted for the value of sentiment in a model
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48 Economic Review / 1992, Number1ofdurables expenditures, forecasts are usually at least as
accurateas when onlythe currentconditionscomponentof
the sentiment index is used.
This normal pattern tends to be reversed at times ofan
unusual economic or political event like the Persian Gulf
War, however. Suchanevent can move expected economic
conditions independently from currentconditions, and the
resulting change in consumer attitudes can significantly
influence expenditures on durables.26As aresult, forecast-
ing errors using the overall index of sentiment are lower
in such a period than ifjust the current conditions index
of sentiment is used. Furthermore, because sentiment
is affected by unusual factors in such a period, it be-
comes detached from current economic variables. As a
result, economic models of sentiment break: down, and
the substitution of economic variables for sentiment in
models ofdurables expenditures no longerproduces supe-
rior forecasts. 27
The practical ability to use the sentiment index for true
ex ante forecasts ofdurables expenditures at the time ofa
major shock is limited, however, by the fact that the lag
between the values of sentiment that are actually known
and future expenditures is relatively short. A majority of
the response is completed within two quarters and the full
response takes about four quarters. In contrast, in normal
times reasonably good ex ante forecasts of durables ex-
penditures, using only information available prior to the
forecast period, can be made over spans as long as eight
quarters by modeling consumer sentiment with economic
variables in a vector error correction system.
Federal Reserve Bank ofSan Francisco
ENDNOTES
1. The Michigan index is available for a longerperiod than the alterna-
tive measure compiled by the Conference Board. In addition, prelimin-
ary tests showed it to bea betterpredictorofexpenditures on consumer
durables. See Throop (1991a).
2. A useful treatise on psychological economics is Katona (1975).
3. In compiling the ICS, for each question a "balance score" is
calculatedequalto the proportionofhouseholds givingfavorable replies
minus the proportion giving unfavorable replies, plus 100 (to avoid
negative numbers). The balance scores to the.individual questions are
summed, and then divided by the base year figure (1966).
4. Strumpel, Morgan, and Zahn (1972) contains representative studies
by leading economists and references to the rather large amount of
literature on this subject.
5. This pointofview is well represented by Tobin in Strumpel, Morgan,
and Zahn (1972).
6. Juster and Wachtel (1972a, 1972b) have been consistent proponents
of this view. Although Mishkin (1976, 1977, 1978) also argues that
uncertainty is an important factor in consumer expenditures on dura-
bles, his work suggests that itis better captured by direct balance sheet
measures than by consumer sentiment.
7. See Modigliani and Bromberg (1954), Ando and Modigliani (1963),
Modigliani(1971), and Steindel (1981).
8. See, for example, Adams and Klein (1972) Justerand Wachtel (1972a
and b), Dunkelberg (1972) and Shapiro (1972), as well as the consump-
tion sectorofthe DRI model ofthe U.S. economydescribed inEckstein
(1983).
9. See endnote 19.
10. For further discussion of spurious correlations, see Hendry (1980)
Granger and Newbold (1974), and Campbell and Perron (1991).
11. Overviews of vector error correction methodology are provided in
Hendry (1986), Granger (1986), Hall (1986), Jenkinson (1986) and
Engle and Granger (1987). See also the appendixes to this study.
12. See, for example, Wilcox (1989).
13. When the equations are estimated in unrestricted form, as in Table
A3, thecoefficients impliedfor thecointegratingvectorare veryclose to
the originals, providing a check on the original estimates. Also,
t-statistics on the levels ofICS and CIND are4 ormore. Since the levels
ofICS and CIND are nonstationary, although coefficient estimates are
consistent the usual distribution for the t-statistic does not apply. A
largerthan normal t value, somewhere on the orderofthe Dickey-Fuller
tests, is required for any level of significance. (On these points see
Banerjee, et al. (1986) and Stock and Watson (1988). The t-statistics
appear to be high enough to meet this test. Moreover, the indicated
significance ofICS orCIND is roughly as high as that ofinterest rates,
which clearly belong in the cointegrating vector.
14. Recent studies have found that consumption exhibits a lagged
response to income in some degree, contraryto the rational expectations
version of the permanent income hypothesis. As a result, changes in
consumption would berelated to pastchangesin consumption. SeeHall
(1978), Flavin (1981) and Nelson (1987).
15. The literature on the precautionary motive for saving includes
Leland (1968), Sandmo (1970), Dreze and Modigliani (1972), Zeldes
(1989), and Blanchard and Fischer (1989).
16. Campbell (1987), Cochrane (1990) and Trehan (1991) reach a
similar conclusion.
4917. Becauseerrors inthe differentequationsmaybecontemporaneously
correlated, an assumption needs to be made about their causality. The
common procedure is to order the variables so that errors in the
equations that are ordered first affect the errors in the other equations,
but are not affected by them. The "general-to-simple" modeling strat-
egy that we employed Provides a useful guide for such ordering. For
example, interest rates and consumer sentiment affect spending on
durables, but are not affected by that spending. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to order interest rates and sentiment before durables pur-
chases, sothatdisturbancesto them affectdurables butnotviceversa. In
accordance with this approach, the complete ordering that was used is
ICP, CIND, LCNS, LGYD, LGCD.
18. These conclusions are relatively insensitive to the ordering of the
variables. Two alternative orderings were tried. In the first, the initial
ordering was reversed to give LGCD, LGYD, LCNS, CIND, ICP. In
the second, CINDandICPwere interchangedin this reordering. Inboth
alternatives, the response ofdurables purchases to shocks to sentiment
was reducedcomparedwiththeresponsetointerestrates, butstill was at
least halfthat of interest rates. The responses ofdurables to shocks to
nondurables and services, income, and durables were affected to lesser
degrees.
19. Transitory income (YDT) is defined as the difference between
currentincome and permanentincome (YPD), where YDPis calculated
as ifil ~a)ai(l+l)iYD_i*' The parameter, a, was chosen to mini·
mize the error in predicting spending on nondurables and services. It
equals about 0.5.
20. Fisher (1981) and Taylor (1981) find a positive correlation between
the level andvariance ofinflation overtime in both the U.S. andGEeD
countries. A more recent paper with similar findings is Ball and
Cecchetti (1990).
21. These studies include Adams and Green (1965), Hymans (1970),
Lovell (1975), and Eckstein (1983, ch. 5).
22. Variables in change form are all one-quarter changes. The unem-
ployment rate is adjusted for estimatedchanges in the full employment
rate ofunemployment over time due to demographic shifts.
Mishkinuseda four-quarter changeinconsumerprices, as didwe in
updating his model ofsentiment. However, these equations switch to a
one-quarter change in consumer prices for DLCPI in order to be
comparable with the results ofthe subsequenterrorcorrection model of
sentiment. The insignificanceofFIN, DEBT, and YDTand the signifi-
cance oflagged ICS when other variables are added is not sensitive to
whether DLCPI is measured as a one-quarter or four-quarter change.
23. A high R2 relative to the D.W. statistic is generally regarded as a
possible indication ofa spurious regression due to random time trends.
SeeCampbell andPerron(1991). TheR2 andD. W. statistics are .73 and
1.12, respectively, for ICS and .50 and .70 for CIND, in the absence
of correction for serial correlation or the use of lagged dependent
variables.
24. The vector error correction system actually forecasts better using
predicted values ofvariables otherthan consumersentiment ratherthan
actual values. This appears to be attributable to the difficulty of
measuring permanent income. Substituting actual for the predicted
valuesofICPimproves the forecast ofLGCD a little, while substituting
actual for predicted values ofLCNS and LGYnworsens it quite a lot.
25. Evenincluding theperiodoftheGulfWar, however, themeasuresof
sentiment remain cointegrated with unemployment and inflation.
26. Infact, the decline inconsumerand business confidence at the time
oftheGulfWarappearstohavebeenthedominantimpulseprecipitating
the recession that began in the summer of 1990. See Throop (1991b).
50
27. Gamer(1991) examines some ofthese same issues. Hefinds, as we
do, that sentimentordinarily has littlecomplementary value inforecast-
ing consumer expenditures on durables when used with other mac-
roeconomic variables. Although, he relates changes in durables
purchases to the level ofconsumer sentimentin an ordinary regression,
that finding is confirmed here by a richer error correction model.
Gameralsoconsiderstheabilityofa Bayesianvectorautoregression
(BVAR) model to forecast consumer purchases of durables in an
exceptional circumstance like the war in the Persian Gulf, with and
without using consumer sentiment. The BVAR model with sentiment
slightly outperforms the version without sentiment in this period, but
neither one comes close to predicting the sharp decline of durables
purchasesinlate1990. Garnerconcludesthatconsumersentimenthelps
only slightly in forecasting durables purchases during the GulfWar. As
emphasized in this study, however, the reason why the BVAR model
with sentiment misses the sharp decline in spending on durables in this
period is not that sentiment did not help toexplain consumerpurchases,
but rather that in such circumstances the usual relationship between
sentiment and macroeconomic variables broke down. As a result, the
BVAR could not forecast the actual decline in sentiment that occurred,
thus missing the decline in durables purchases as well.
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In constructing a vector error correction system, one
first determines whether levels or first differences of the
variables are stationary(ortrend-stationaryasthecasemay
be) by using the Dickey-Fuller test, as described in Fuller
(1976). This test consists ofregressing the first difference
of the variable in question on its own lagged level plus a
constant, a time trend, and lagged first differences as ap-
propriate.I The null hypothesis that random disturbances
permanently affect the level of the series-making it
nonstationary-implies that the coefficient on the lagged
level should be greater than or equal to zero. 2 The test-
statistic is justthe ratio ofthe estimate ofthe coefficient to
its standarderror, exceptthatunderthe null hypothesis this
statistic does not have the usual t distribution.3
TableAl presentstheresultsofthis testfor the levels and
first differences ofthe logs ofreal spending on consumer
durables (LGCD), real spending on nondurables and serv-
ices (LCNS), and real disposable income (LGYD), as well
as the levels andfirst differences ofthe six-monthcommer-
cial paper rate (ICP), the index of consumer sentiment
(ICS) and the current conditions component (CIND) of
that index. In each case, three lags of the dependent
variable are.included to capture short-run dynamics.
Table Al shows that inlevels form the t-statistic (shown
inparentheses) on the coefficienton the lagged level ofthe
dependent variable does not exceed the critical value for
any ofthe variables at even the 10 percent level ofsignifi-
cance. So we cannot reject the hypothesis of nonsta-
tionarity for the level of the variable in all cases. By
contrast, we canrejectthehypothesisofnonstationarity for
first differences ata5percentlevel ofsignificanceorless in
all cases.
These results indicate that standard statistical tests of
significance may be applied to regressions on these vari-
ables in first difference form because the first differences
are stationary. Therefore, a natural representation is a
vector autoregression in the first differences. However, this
form throws away information about longer-run relation-
ships between the levels of the variables that may in fact
exist. Even though the levels of the variables are nonsta-
tionary, disturbances to themmay berelated, so they do not
tend to drift apart in the long run. In this casethey are said
to be cointegrated.
We can testfor the existence ofsuch a long-run relation-
ship by estimating an ordinary leastsquares regression and
examining the residuals from this regression for station-
arity. A finding that th~ residuals are stationary means that
even though the variables in the regression are nonstation-
ary, a linear combination of the variables is stationary.
Moreover, iftheresiduals from this regression are addedto
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the vector autoregression in the first differences as an
"errorcorrection" term, the residuals in those equations
will continue to be stationary, and the usual statistical tests
will continue to apply.
Table A2 shows the·cointegrating vectors that are ob-
tained by regressing LGCD on LCNS, LGYD, ICP, and a
measure of consumer sentiment (either ICS or CIND).
Usingeithermeasureofsentiment, bothLCNS and LGYD
have positive coefficients, the coefficient on ICP has.the
expected negative sign, and the coefficient on sentiment
has the expected positive sign. The Dickey-Fuller test
indicates stationarity in the residuals of the cointegrating
vectors at a 5 percent level or better.4 .Therefore, the
estimatederror (actual less predicted) from the cointegrat-
ing regression canbe included as an errorcorrection term.
Whenenteredinto the vectorautoregressions, its estimated
coefficients will indicate the extent to which LGCD,
compared with other variables, responds to deviations
from the estimated long-run relationship.
A vector error correction system tends to be overpa-
rameterized since all lags on all variables are included.
Therefore, a "general-to-simple" modeling strategy was
employed in which insignificant variables were dropped.
On the basis ofF tests, laggedchanges inLGYD, ICP, and
ICS are dropped when ICS is employed as the measure of
consumer sentiment, while only laggedchanges in LGYD
are dropped when CIND is the measure used. Also, LCNS
clearly is not a significant factor in the error correction
term, sincedropping itfrom the cointegratingvectorhas no
effect on the standard error of the estimated equation for
consumerdurables; and the cointegratingvectorthat omits
LCNS continues to pass the test for stationarity, as shown
in Table A2. The resulting vector error correction system
for explaining spending on consumerdurables is shownin
Table 2 in the text.
IIf lagged first differences are included; this is called the augmented
Dickey-Fuller test.
2For example, in the simplest oftime series processes, X=PX'~I+e,
where e is a random error. Ifp<l, then a random disturbance will not
pennanently affect the level, so that Xwill be stationary. Butifp;;'1 the
level of x will be pennanently affected, and therefore x will be
nonstationary.
Subtracting X,_I from both sides, At,= -(l-p)x'_I+e. Thus, if
p<l, then when At)s regressed onx,~I' the coefficient on x,_lwill be
negative, indicating a stationary process. On the other hand, ifp = I(a
unit root), the coefficient on X,_Iwill be zero, and the process will be
nonstationary. Similarly, if p>1 and 1- p>O, the process also is
nonstationary.
3Critical values ofthis statistic are tabulated in Fuller (1976).
4Significance levels for Dickey-Fuller test on cointegratingequations
are tabulated in Engle and Yoo (1987).
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Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Stationarity
(1963.01-1990.04)
A. Tests on Levels ofVariables
Constant
Trend
























B. Tests on Differences ofVariables
Constant .0111 .00594 .00335 -.0430 -.262 - .111
(2.63) (3.39) (2.98) (.374) (-.530) (.224)
Coefficient on lagged level ofdependent variable -.918 -.755 - .458 -.957 -.743 -.910
(-4.60)a (-4.l7)a (-3.41)b (-5.24)a (-3.62)b (-4.07)a
Notes:
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Dickey-Fuller Tests for Cointegration
(1963.01-1990.04)
,--_Th_e_D_i_Ck_ey_-p_U_Il_er_t_es_ts_d_id_ll_o_t_ill_Co_rp_o_ra_t_e_an_Y_Ia_g_ge_d_d_if_fe_fe_ll_ce_s_of_t_he_f_es_id_u_aI_b_ec_a_u_se_th_e_y_w_er_e_n_ot_fo_U_ll_d_tO_b_e_S_ig_lli_fi_can_t. J
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Unrestricted Estimation of Durables Equation
(1963.1-990.4)
LlLGCD = -4.29 + .0396 LlLCNS_ 1 + .0370 LlLCNS_ 2 + .791 LlLCNS_ 3 + .458 LlLCNS_ 4 - .591 LGCD + .989 LGYD
(-8.53) (.0669) (.0656) (1.36) (.0797) (-8.47) (8.59)
- .00716 lCP + .00153 ICS
(-5.92) (4.14)
R2 = .444 S.E. = .0260 D.W. = 2.48
LlLGCD = -5.95 + .0338 LlLCNS_ 1 - .202 LlLCNS_ 2 + 1.04 LlLCNS_ 3 - .0671 LlLCNS_ 4 - .00427 LlICP-I - .00446 LlICP_ 2
(-7.92) (.578) (-.354) (1.78) (-.113) (1.61) (-1.76)
D.W. = 2.12 I R2 = .502
.0000993LlICP-3 - .0039 MCP-4 - .00232 LlCIND_ 1 - .000729 LlCIND_ 2 - .000467 LlCIND_ 3 + .000572 LlCIND_4
(.0409) (-1.67) (-3.61) (-1.16) (-.794) (1.07)
- .867 LGCD + 1.37 LGYD - .00744 ICP + .00317 CIND
(-8.00) (8.00) (-4.36) (5.32)
S.E. = .0246
Implicit Cointegrating Vectors Normalized on LGCD
LGCD = constant + 1.67 LGYD - .0121 ICP + .00259ICS !
.... l_LG_C_D_=_c_on_st_an_t_+_1._58_L_G_Y_D_-_.0_0_85_8_1C_P_+_.0_0_36_5_C_IN_D . J
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In constructing an expanded error correction model of
consumer sentiment, the stationarity of the menu ofpos-
sible independent variables is examined first. Table BI
presents the results of such tests on the levels and first
differences ofthe variables discussed in the text.
Thefirst differenceofDEBTis notstationary. Therefore,
itcannot be cointegrated with consumer sentiment, which
is stationary in first differences. Norcan short-runchanges
in sentiment truly be explained by changes in DEBT
because the former is stationary and the latteris not. Since
it does not make any senseto use FINwithout DEBT, both
FIN and DEBT are therefore dropped. In contrast, YDT,
DLSP, DLPOIL, and DU are stationary in levels and so
cannot be cointegrated with consumer sentiment either.
However, since the first differences in these variables are
stationary, they may be related to first differences in
sentiment in the short run. This leaves inflation (DLCPI),
oil prices (LPOIL), unemployment (U), and interest rates
(ICP from results in Table AI) as possible candidates for
cointegration with consumer sentiment.
Turning to Tables B2andB3, all four variables appearto
be significantly cointegrated with eithermeasure ofsenti-
ment, although the inflation rate is the most closely related
(eqs. I to4). Next, incombining eachofthe othervariables
with inflation, unemployment improves the fit of the
cointegration relationship the most (eqs. 5 to 7). The
further addition ofthe price ofoil to the relationship does
not materially improve the fit and generates a "wrong"
sign for the coefficient on oil prices (eq. 8). Alternatively,
adding the interest rate to the relationship worsens the fit
somewhat (eq. 9). This leaves inflation and the unemploy-
ment rate as the only variables that are cointegrated with
the measures ofconsumer sentiment. Therefore, the errors
from equation 6 are used to form the errorcorrection terms
in the expanded error correction models of consumer
sentiment, shown in Table 4 in the text.
I
Table 81
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Stationarity
(1963.01-1990.04)
A. Thsts on Levels ofVariables
FIN DEBT YDT DLCPI DLSP LPOIL DLPOL U DU
Constant 284.38 -74.1 0.792 0.002 0.0107 0.0155 0.0057 0.0153 0.0013
(0.56) (1.63) (0.74) (2.25) (1.70) (0.92) (0.72) (0.56) (0.05)
Trend 2.483
(2.39)
Coefficient on 0.003 -0.0137 -0.463 -0.139 -0.805 -0.0328 -0.962 -0.0412 -0.501
lagged level (1.36) (2.06) (3.88)a (2.42) (4.87)a (1.40) (5.68)a (2.30) (4.94)a
B. Thsts on Differences ofVariables
FIN DEBT YDT DLCPI DLSP LPOIL DLPOL U DU
Constant 472.6 27.3 -0.509 0.00015 -0.0017 0.0057 0.0034 0.0833 0.0052
(2.44) (1.92) (0.46) (0.35) (0.26) (0.71) (0.40) (0.12) (0.18)
Coefficient on -0.945 -0.148 -1.56 -1.36 -2.31 -0.962 -2.37 -0.498 -1.55
lagged level (4.47)a (2.52) (5.72)a (5.32)a (7.84)a (5.66)a (8.50)a (4.90)a (6.8l)a
Notes:
Each regression contains three lags ofthe dependent variable.
Significance Levels:
aSignificant at the I% level
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Table 82
Dickey-Fuller Cointegration Tests on ICS
(1963.01-1990.04)
Dickey-Fuller
Constant DLCPI LPOIL U ICP S.E. R2 lest
1. 99.7 -11.0 8.07 .551 -4.91a
(67.6) (-11.7)
2. 75.6 -14.8 10.91 .179 -2.33
(35.3) ( ~5.00)
3. 85.8 -2.43 11.48 .091 -2.14
(77.0) (3.47)
4. 102.9 -2.18 9.76 .344 -3.13b
(40.9) (-7.67)
5. 94.2 -10.0 -6.48 7.81 .578 -4.90a
(39.6) (-10.2) (-2.85)
6. 100.2 -10.9 -2.27 7.27 .635 -5.33a
(75.1) (-12.8) (-5.11)
7. 103.6 -9.1 -.790 7.84 .576 -4.87a
(51.1) (-7.78) (-2.71)
8. 106.2 ~11.9 6.72 -3.41 7.19 .643 -S.64a
(31.1) (-12.0) (l.88) (-4.56)
9. 101.4 -10.3 -2.10 -.246 7.28 .635 -5.26a
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Dickey-Fuller Cointegration Tests on CIND
(1963.01-1990.04)
Dickey-Fuller
Constant DLCPI LPOIL U ICP S.E. R2 Thst
1. 102.8 -7.15 9.19 .281 -3.80a
(61.1) (-6.64)
2. 87.2 -9.60 10.35 .089 -2.67c
(42.9) (-3.42)
3. 93.7 -1.70 10.56 .051 -2.58c
(91.5) (-2.64)
4. 105.2 -1.46 9.79 .186 -3.15b
(41.6) (-5.10)
5. 99.2 -6.50 -4.21 9.13 .291 --'3.74b
(35.6) (-5.67) (-1.59)
6. 103.2 -7.06 -1.60 8.88 .329 -3.80b
(63.3) (-6.79) (-2.95)
7. 105.7 -5.71 - .582 9.11 .294 -3.76b
(44.9) (-4.21) (-1.72)
8. 108.3 -7.91 5.76 -2.58 8.85 .333 -3.92b
(25.7) (-6.48) (1.30) (-2.79)
9. 104.2 -6.57 -1.45 -.205 8.91 .325 -3.78b
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